OFFICE SPACES ARE GETTING SMALLER,
YET ARE EXPECTED TO DO MORE.
RECONFIGURATION FOR TODAY’S
WORKSTYLES AND THE ANTICIPATION
OF CHANGE IS PLACING A STRAIN ON
ORGANIZATIONS WITH PERMANENT
INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION. MOVEABLE WALLS
ARE A SMART, RESPONSIVE ALTERNATIVE,
PROVIDING A SENSE OF PRESENCE AND
PERMANENCE, WHILE ENSURING YOUR
ENDLESS ABILITY TO ADAPT.

Enclose

With the look, feel, and acoustical performance of conventional
construction, Enclose moveable walls and doors offer space-saving,
flexible options to create comfortable workspaces that support privacy
needs and nurture an effective, innovative workforce.
Absolute Versatility

From formal conference rooms and small collaborative spaces to touchdowns and breakrooms, Enclose offers the versatility—and agility—to support your organization’s diverse needs. With a slim, four-inch frame depth and design that accommodates hanging desking and storage, Enclose cleverly utilizes space to create more workspaces in a floorplate, without sacrificing personal storage or privacy.

Flexibility Without the Effort

Move, add, and change your interior with incredible efficiency. With Enclose, you can create a space that captures your intent today, adapts with ease, and retains its integrity through every iteration. Delivered on-site as unitized panels, Enclose walls allow easy tilt-up installation. Its non-progressive design lets you remove and switch any single panel or door without upsetting the rest. And Enclose can be reconfigured in up to one-third the time of many competitors, without disruption, dust, excessive downtime.
Enclose Frameless Glass (EFG) 2 Channel

In a class by itself, EFG 2 Channel provides exceptional acoustical management in a moveable glass wall. Daylight is allowed to permeate throughout the space with views unobstructed by frames, while the sound of conversation is contained within. EFG 2 Channel features a dual track system that accommodates up to two panes of glass. Install one pane for a standard level of privacy, or two for greater confidentiality in private offices and conference rooms. Add a double glazed door to minimize sound transfer to and from adjacent areas through the entryway.

Acoustical Privacy

With speech privacy being a primary source of worker dissatisfaction and stress, space designers are continually challenged with meeting acoustical needs to nurture an effective and innovative workforce. Enclose provides the acoustical performance needed to meet the speech privacy and confidentiality requirements of today’s offices, without the need for fixed walls.
Design Choices

Enclose attends to a variety of needs and offers novel ways to meet design objectives for every space. Choose moveable walls in metal, laminate, wall coverings, or wood with finishes to match your casegoods. Or, choose from clear, patterned, and custom glass. Monolithic and segmented tiles are available in framed and frameless designs. Multiple door options—including full-height, double-glazed, frameless glass doors—complete the aesthetic.
Invest in Business Success

As organizations grow and evolve, changing business strategies and employee needs impact space design. Haworth is your trusted partner to help fulfill your client’s workplace vision while maximizing their investment.

To learn more, visit haworth.com/enclose.